[Power spectral analysis of electromyograms in fast and slow fibers of cats extraocular muscles].
Electromyogram (EMG) was recorded from the muscle fibers in the orbital layers through the global layers of superior rectus muscle of the cat. Power spectrum analysis was applied to investigate the quantitative differences between EMG patterns in both layers. The median of the power spectrum in frequency from the global layers was 400-700 Hz, which was considered to be an EMG pattern of the fast fibers. On the other hand, EMG from the orbital layers showed a small amplitude of 35-70 microV and two different types of power spectrum; one had the median frequency of more than 1,000 Hz and the other, about 500 Hz. It was suggested that the high frequency component was due to multi-innervated slow fibers and the low frequency component was due to singly innervated and intermediate fibers. The study of the power spectrum of interference electromyograms provides an advantage to differentiate the electrical activities of the slow fibers from the fast ones.